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US Markets : Canary in the coal Mine
• The challenging virus situation is hurting macroeconomic momentum in both US and Europe, but the latter seems hardest hit.
• This week's data released underscored the gravity of the situation in Europe with the German IFO index declining in January
compared to December.

• It may also be an indication that the global manufacturing cycle is close to a peak as Chinese indicators have also shown signs of
rolling over. Europe generally has more exposure to the Chinese cycle than US.
•

Beyond the world of economics, unusual moves in the stock market this week have made headlines.

• It was last week when GameStop and "short squeeze" became household names ,as the stock of a video-game retailer
skyrocketed and the narrative around small day traders versus massive hedge funds captured all the attention .
• If history is a guide ,GameStop will not maintain its parabolic share-price ascent indefinitely, nor will it remain the driving force

behind overall stock-market moves. The price action it represents a broader condition of the market, one in which speculation and
animal spirits have produced abnormal returns in certain investments.

• This could be the canary in the coal mine for a stock-market bubble?

Game Stop : Stock Mania
• The investor and former Trump White House communications director Anthony Scaramucci compared this to the “French
Revolution of finance,” with an army of scrappy traders engaged in a moral uprising. When the French Revolution ended,
some of its most eager proponents lost more than an arm and a leg.
• GameStop saga is a ludicrous stock mania born of pandemic boredom and FOMO, piggybacking off of a clever Reddit

revenge plot, which targeted hedge funds, who made a reckless bet . Another behavioural definition revolves around
working people facing wage stagnation getting into day trading
• Point of possible contagion is the prime brokerages that have lent securities to hedge funds. As of Q2-2020, hedge funds had
about $300 billion in borrowed securities, though these loans make up a relatively small portion of broker dealers' $3.5 trillion in

collective financial assets. Thus, hedge funds are not quite as large in the context of the broader financial system, but they are not
insignificant.
• At some point, the cost of exiting positions outweighs the risk of staying in. As for its effect on the real economy, swings in the
stock market can materially affect sentiment among businesses and consumers, but they rarely pose the same systematic risks as
credit bubbles.

US Economy – Stronger signals
• There was plenty of fresh economic data last week, but none of it came in wildly out of consensus.
•

US economy has so far held up better than expected despite the third COVID-19 wave.

•

Real GDP growth came in as forecast, the expected loss of momentum in personal spending has begun to be realized. Consumer
confidence increased in January compared with December, while Durable goods and the Richmond survey pointed to abating moment um
in the manufacturing sector.

• An additional 847K workers filed an initial claim for unemployment insurance. The labor market isn't expected to meaningfully recover
until the virus is brought under control. Hence watch out for the non-farm payroll release this Friday.
• IMF revised up strongly the outlook for the US economy by 2pp to 5.1% in 2021, due to stronger-than-expected macro-momentum in H2

20 and the fiscal stimulus package approved before Christmas. This comes even as the IMF does not factor in the possible new fiscal
package that the Biden administration has proposed, providing an upside risk to its forecasts
• Despite the stronger outlook for the US economy in 2021, Fed held back from calling for withdrawal of its stimulus at its meeting .Powell

stated any discussion on an exit strategy is 'premature'

Two theories : Divergence impact
• The usual theory is that there is substitutability between expansionary monetary policy and expansionary fiscal policy: if go vernments
implement a sufficiently stimulatory fiscal policy, then central banks will be able to end their highly stimulatory monetary policies.
•

This theory is often put forward currently for US (if Biden administration runs up massive fiscal deficits, Fed will be able to stop buying
securities) and ECB's support will be less necessary thanks to the recovery plans implemented by individual countries and EU. But the
opposite theory is that expansionary monetary policy and expansionary fiscal policy complement each other.

•

The higher the fiscal deficits and the higher the public debt, the more expansionary monetary policy must be to keep governme nts fiscally
solvent (there is "fiscal dominance") . If the substitutability theory is correct, in 2022 we will see the beginning of a tapering of central bank

government bond purchases in US and Eurozone . But if the complementarity theory is correct, government bond purchases will r emain
extremely large for many years to come
•

There is a case of Divergence in 2022, when US could be substitutability theory could be in practice and Eurozone could conti nue with
complementarity theory – A Long term negative for Euro

ECB rate cut : Unlikely
• ECB thinks that markets are underestimating the odds of a deposit rate cut this year (on the basis of briefings from unnamed
ECB officials). This is very interesting in the light of comments from Klaas Knot (traditionally one of the more hawkish

members of the Council) who signalled the possibility of a rate cut to curb Euro strength.
• These official comments probably still represent verbal intervention rather than a genuine desire to cut the deposit rate
further in the near term as ECB has refrained from cutting the deposit rate during this crisis because of concerns about the
impact on the bank transmission channel.
• Last year, Executive Board member Isabel Schnabel explained the reasoning behind that decision : ‘compared to previous
crises, the starting point of our discussion was a widely shared sense of the benefits and costs of the various instruments
that we had employed in the recent past’.
• A further cut in main policy rate – the deposit facility rate – would have been unlikely to support sentiment and market
functioning at a time when banks’ profitability was already expected to come under additional pressure due to the crisis’.

German Debt Brake
• Germany’s federal election is set to take place on 26 September 2021 and is set to
have important implications for economic and fiscal policies for years to come.

• Current polling suggests the most likely outcome is a centrist coalition between
the conservative CDU/CSU and the left-wing Green party.
• The constitutional ‘debt brake’ is set to become applicable again in 2022 and
curtail fiscal spending to a maximum structural deficit of 0.35% of GDP.
• With the ‘Angela Merkel era’ drawing to an end, there is a risk that Germany might
also lose some of its clout as a European stability anchor and consensus builder.
• German CDU party elected Armin Laschet as its new leader. He is expected to
continue the 'Merkel era policies' and is a consensus building candidate and a pro-

EU centrist.
•

The head of the new government is likely to lack some of the same diplomatic
clout

Eurozone : Employment
• Eurozone labour market has deteriorated rapidly during the pandemic,
despite the wide use of government subsidised short-time work
schemes (STW).
•

STW is designed to allow companies to temporarily reduce the
number of working hours of employees (often to zero) while keeping
them on the payroll.

• The government reimburses the companies what they have paid to

these employees, which often is around 70-80% of their normal hourly
pay.
•

According to the methodology used by national statistics bureaus, all
persons who are in STW are recorded as being employed

• Despite the use of STW, employment dropped by 2.2% (equal to 3.6
million jobs) during the period 2019Q4-2020Q3

EU China investment deal (CAI)
• After seven years and significant concessions from China, the EUChina Comprehensive Agreement on Investment (CAI) got a final
push across the line end-2020 from Germany. On paper, the CAI
should improve EU companies’ access to China
• Balance of payments data show the EU has been a bigger (direct)
investor in China over the past decades than China has been in EU
• CAI aims to steer China towards more openness, sustainability and

fairer labour practices, but its commitments are ‘weak’ and the
envisaged dispute resolution mechanism lacks teeth
• Against the backdrop of the EU’s strive for more ‘strategic
autonomy’, the agreement is at risk of becoming a strategic failure
considering that: i) the US were side-lined; ii) China may benefit
more than EU

China – Limited Policy Support
• The Chinese economy continues to stay strong although the
global manufacturing cycle is slowing .
• The economy may have returned to the pre-pandemic era
in Q4 2020, which means the stimulus will be much more
limited compared to last year, and policymakers are likely to
focus on finding new ways to boost domestic demand.

• Focus is firmly returning to longer term goals such as
deleveraging and state-owned enterprise reforms.
• Monetary policy has already seen de facto tightening, as
financial conditions have tightened .

• China to start lifting policy rates around mid-2021,

Economic Survey : Highlights
• COVID put brakes on Indian economy that was gaining momentum. Economy to take two years to reach, go past prepandemic level. Growth leads to debt sustainability, not vice-versa
• India witnessing a 'V-shaped' recovery . See upside potential to "conservative" growth forecast for FY22 .
• FY22 real GDP growth at 11.0% . FY22 nominal GDP growth at 15.4% FY22 GDP growth projections "conservative“ . OctMar GDP growth expected at (-)0.1%.
• Demand-side recovery seen broad-based in Oct-Mar. Government consumption to be biggest growth driver in Oct-Mar.
Government consumption growth in Oct-Mar seen 17% vs -3.9% Apr-Sep
• Softening CPI reflects easing of supply constraints. Base year of CPI needs revision as food habits have changed.
• RBI action helped control one-sided rupee appreciation. India to see current account surplus after 17 years
India to see current account surplus FY21 .
• Deviation from fiscal consolidation path may be transient .Government may have to continue expansionary fiscal stance
• Regulatory forbearance emergency medicine, not staple diet .Asset quality review must be done post forbearance

Money markets : Supply deluge
• Even though the gross market borrowing for next fiscal is expected to be lower than the borrowing programme
of Rs. 13.1 trln for this year, it is still expected to be sharply higher than Rs. 7.1 trln rupees that government
borrowed in 2019-20 .
• Fiscal deficit for FY 2022 is seen at 5.2% of GDP and gross market borrowing is seen at Rs10.7 trln and market
consensus is that there would be a net borrowing of Rs.7.6-8.3 trln may prove to be difficult for the markets
to absorb
• Over the last few weeks, the RBI has been showing signs that suppor may not be available going forward.
• For even remaining part of this year's borrowing programme to sail through at the current yield level, RBI
needs to come out with its open market operations on a weekly basis to absorb part of the massive supply

Indian Equity Markets
• In last week, markets witnessed sharp down move with Nifty taking
the lead while the global peers “followed”.
•

In last five trading sessions, Nifty has lost more than 1000 points which
in percentage terms can be seen as 7%

• The downmove coincided with the monthly expiry which acted as a
double whammy leading to sharp bruises.
• it is quite likely that market as a whole is at the top end of its valuation
metrics in the short term and therefore the corrective phase is likely to
continue either by time or price for a little longer
• There are way too many assumptions and presumptions on the Budget
and eventually the question remains if the government willingly
contributes in terms of infrastructure spending and long-term capex to
revive the slouching growth.
• The trend is likely to remain downwards as long as Nifty stays below
14253. Any short term bounce towards these levels is likely to get sold
into. On the other side, there is a cluster of supports around 13440

